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Commentary
Multiple studies can be found to support the statement that
faster weight gain increases your risk of lifelong obesity and
associated co-morbidities such as, cardiovascular disease and
Type 2 diabetes [1]. Childhood obesity has reached epidemic
levels in developed countries and is continuing to rise in
developing countries. 10% of the world’s school children are
estimated to be carrying extra weight; one quarter of these
children are clinically obese. In addition 1% more children are
becoming obese every year [2].
The Intervention Nurses Start Infants Growing on Healthy
Trajectories (INSIGHT) study randomized primiparous mothers
and their newborns [3]. The study was performed in one
maternity ward in Pennsylvania with follow up visits at home by
the health visitor. The intervention group (145 infants) received
responsive parenting (RP) training; focusing on sleeping,
soothing and feeding. The control group (146 infants) received
dose-matched information about home safety. The study raises
some interesting questions about how infant response training
may reduce the rate of weight gain and subsequent obesity rates
at one year of age. The infants were visited at home aged 4, 16,
28 and 40 weeks. The visits focused on age-appropriate sleep
hygiene and avoidance of feeding to sleep, emotion regulation
encouraging alternate strategies to feeding the fussy infant,
satiety cues and developmentally appropriate social activities.
The outcomes recorded were infant weight gain and overweight
status at one year compared with infants in the control group.
125 patients from the intervention group (86%) and 125
patients from the control group (86%) completed follow-up at
one year [4].
An intervention promoting responsive parenting behaviours
can promote healthy growth trajectories in infancy can
potentially reduce obesity risk. The INSIGHT study provides
supportive evidence to empower professionals to encourage
parents to respond to their infants by alternative soothing,
sleeping methods and not use feeding as a means of
pacification.
Setting of the satiety center is the key in this critical
developing period. Overfeeding in the neonatal period can
permanently alter microglial profiles within the developing
brain, thus predisposing the individual to lasting central pro-

inflammatory profile that contributes to overactive immune
responses for life [5].
Environmental factors, lifestyle choices and social
environment play a pivotal role in rising obesity worldwide.
Obesity can profoundly affect the child’s health, social, and
emotional wellbeing as well as self-esteem. It is associated with
poor academic performance and a lower quality of life
experienced by the child [6]. Adolescent experiences vary with
their weight status. Teenage girls, who are overweight or obese,
report more severe adverse social, educational and
psychological effects. Obese (as well as underweight) boys also
report some adverse social and educational effects [7].
Parental factors contribute to the obesity rates in children.
Children learn by mimicking parents’ and peers’ preferences,
intake and willingness to try new foods [8]. Feeding practices
tend to fall into three categories-rewarding, child's control and
pressure; which turn out to be significant predictors of
childhood obesity. Additionally, the child's weight, family income
and parental educational level have an effect on the choice of
feeding strategies used by the family. They have an additional
impact on the child's food intake [9]. Therefore, behaviour
alteration may be a better intervention for healthy infants rather
than focusing on calorie content or restrictive eating. Studies
have shown that weight loss is more likely to be achieved where
family-based approaches are used [10], although significant
long-term weight loss is very difficult to achieve. This could be
down to family motivation, peer pressure and increasing social
pressures of the modern world. Society has increasing sedentary
lifestyles, easier access to ‘fast-food’ and barriers to change [11].
Other studies have shown that the risk of obesity is lower in
breastfed infants [12] but this is not evident in this study.
The most significant result to highlight from the INSIGHT trial
is that the responsive parenting group had 5.5% obesity levels at
one year vs. 12.7% in the control group. This suggests that an
early Public Health initiative focusing on providing behavioural
guidance and support for new mothers could have a significant
impact on our evolving obesity crisis. Responsive parenting
classes could improve bonding and attachment, patient safety as
well as the educational value of soothing, sleeping and feeding.
These public health campaigns may succeed where other
government weight loss plans have failed. They focus on
preventative measures of obesity reduction rather than
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implementing change to engrained habits. Prevention is the only
realistic solution to the growing obesity rate. Early school and
home based interventions, such as responsive feeding, are likely
to have a bigger impact as these are times when the population
is generally more susceptible to change [13]. Focusing on this
may, over time, decrease childhood obesity and lead to a
healthier society as a whole.
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